poetry which was printed) extols literature by virtue of its verisimilitude, proclaiming it a 'viue mirror of this last and most decreeped age.' 2 Yet James's 'unofficial' poetry, 'all the kings short poesis/that ar not printed ', 3 seems to shun this ideal of mimesis. Despite Francis Bacon's comment that James was renowned for 'Prophane and Humane' literature as well as 'Divine and Sacred', 4 the profane poetry which was erotic in nature never entered the official canon of the king's poetry, those texts published within his own lifetime, especially the collected 1616 edition. It is words of love which are rarely contained within the Jamesian ideal of representational art. Sovereign love poetry in the Jacobean period weaves its own symbolic veil and hermeneutic web so that, where the loving self is articulated, it is always in danger of its own dissolution or transformation. James's eroticisation of the word, at the unconscious or subliminal level of the text, constantly summons up the delicate Marian question of whether desiring and sovereign selves can ever co-exist. Indeed, within the 'official' literary treatise of his early reign, the Reulis and Cautelis (1584), the king concentrates little upon the theoretical or technical exposition of love poetry. Rather, he seems contradictorily to assign erotic poetry a kind of rhetorical disingenuousness: as if, like the love words ascribed to his mother, Mary, they speak intimately of their author. Though erotic discourse is conceived as a rhetorical golden mean, 'commoun language with some passionate wordis', 5 its expressive or emotive capacity stands as its most intense power of signification. Full of 'passionate wordis', the textual signifier of love bears the hallmark or the impresa of transparency; hence, one might have thought, fulfilment of the Jamesian representational ideal. 'vse wilfull reasonis, proceeding rather from passioun, nor reasoun…': the lover's discourse is exonerated from the analytic and logical qualities extolled in the 'Sonnet decifring the perfyte poete' and elsewhere. 6 Reason, naturally, cannot tolerate the exigencies of desire. The corollary of these precepts of profane 'loue' is that the ideal Jacobean text of love should be endowed with a kind of integrity or sincerity; implicitly, the erotic poem stands as a 'glasse and picture viue '. 7 In practice, though frequently sensuous and visual, the king's own incarnations of eros revoke and render equivocal this desired art of reflection and correspondence which is held to lie in the enargeiac power of language. Rather than instituting the connection between royally and divinely authored words, 8 Jamesian love poetry may be seen as the embodiment of provisionality, fragility, and paradox; the ironic vulnerability of kingly eros gives rise to playfulness but also implies that the most
